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The time course of vaporization o.f the volatile components from silicate
melts is interpreted by means of model concepts derived from the two-film theory
and the penetration theory. The model concepts are verified by meam of experi
mental data on evaporation from the Na10 . 2Si01 binary melt and from
a multicomponent lead glass.

INTRODUCTION
Mathematical interpretation of experimental data obtained in the study of va
porization of volatile components of silicate melts is usually based on the assump
tion that the summary rate of vaporization depends on the rates of three partial
procm,ses [l]. The first of them is transport of the volatile component in the melt,
the second a not closely defined process at the phase boundary, and the third
process is transport of the vaporized component in the gaseous phase. The shares
of these partial processes in the overall vaporization rate depend on the compo
sition of the liquid and the gaseous phase and on the external conditions of va
porization.
Some of the studies published so far [2, 3] allow certain assumptions of the
nature of the partial processes to be formulated. Transport of the volatile compo
nent in the melt and in the gaseous phase is generally assumed to take place by
diffusion. The concept of the process at the phase boundary is unclear. In some
cases it is regarded as a chemical reaction whose rate can be described by a first
order kinetic equation [2, 7].
These partial findings concerning the mechanism of vaporization gave rise to
an attempt aimed at interpreting the experimental data obtained in vaporization
studies by means of model concepts of mass transfer. Such concepts are expected
to allow for a more precise description of the time course of vaporization under
both laboratory and industrial conditions than the partial models used so far.
THEORETICAL CONCEPTS

Mass transfer from a flowing medium can be described mathematically on the
basis of theoretical concepts presented in the literature under the terms two-film
theory and penetration theory [4-6]. The two-film theory is based on the assumpt
ion that all the resistance to mass transfer is concentrated at the phase boundary
in the form of two thin films of laminar boundary layers (Fig. l). Ineide the boun
dary layers, the mass transfer proceeds by molecular diffusion. It is further assumed
that a local equilibrium is rapidly established at the phase boundary, i.e. steady
state, time-independent concentrations of the volatile component in the liquid and
the gaseous phase are formed. Then it can be assumed that the mass transfer
inside both films will take place by steady-state molecular diffusion.
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The rate of mass transfer through the boundary layer in the gaseous phase is
then described by the equation
(

dm
)
dt G

= ADG

0Gs-Os
<5G

= Ako(OGs-O'o),

(1)

Similarly, the following equation holds for the rate of mass transfer through the
boundary layer in the liquid:
(

dm)
dt L

= ADt

Ot-Ots
<5t

= Akt(GL - OLs)•

(2)
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Fig. 1. Concentration distribution of the volatile component in the neighbourhood of lhe phase boundQll'jf
according to the two-fil,m theory.

These relationships define the coefficient of mass transfer in the gaseous phase,
k 0 , and in the liquid phase, k t . The value of A represents the surface area of the
phase boundary, Dt and D o are the diffusion coefficients of the volatile component
in the liquid and the gaseous phase respectively, and C,L and C,o are the thicknesses
of the respective diffusion layers. On assuming further that Henry's law holds
at the phase boundary, then
Gos = HOte•
(3)
Similarly, the concentration of the volatile component in the gaseous phase at an
adequate distance from the phase boundary can be substituted by the correspon
ding steady-state concentration in the liquid phase,
G o = HGtR·
In the steady state,

( �7 )

0=(

�7) L = �7'

(4)

(5)

on using equations (1)-(5) and e.g. by eliminating the concentration of the
gaseous component in the liquid phase, one obtains the equation
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dm =A OL-OLR
dt
(5L
(5G
DL HDG

(6)

which defines the overall (total) mass transfer coefficient,

(7)
The relation between the total mass transfer coefficient K and those in the liquid
and the gaseous phases is described by the equation

1

x=

1

xL

+

1

(8)

nkG ·

The overall resistance to mass transfer is thus given by the sum of partial resistances
in the liquid and in the gaseous phases. If these are not commensurable, the rate
of the mass transfer is given by the stready-state diffusion of the volatile component
in that phase which exhibits a substantially higher resistance.
In agreement with the penetration theory, the second 'model concept assumes
that non-equilibria! diffusion controls the vaporization process. The mathematical
solution is based on Ilnd Fick's law for unidirectional non-equilibria! diffusion
of the volatile component in the liquid phase in the direction towards the phase
boundary. On the condition that the initial and boundary conditions hold,
t=0
t > 0

0�X
x=0

t > 0

X

=

OL = Goo

� 00

OL
OL

00

= or = const.
= OL<x,

where OL is the concentration of the volatile component in the liquid, the total
amount of the vaporized component can be described by the equation
(9)
In contrast to the two-film theory, where the total vaporized amount was directly
proportional to the value of the diffusion coefficient (cf. equation (2)), the pene
tration theory predicts the value of m to depend on the second root of the diffusion
coefficient of the volatile component in the liquid phase.
There are several other theoeretical approaches [4] which are aimed at harmonizing
the two basic theories. To calculate the amount of vaporized volatile components
from silicate melts, use was made of an approach considering non-equilibria}
diffusion in the liquid phase and at the same time a process at the phase boundary.
The rate of the process is directly proportional to the difference between the actual
concentration of the volatile component at the phase boundary, OLs, and concen
tration OLR which would be in equilibrium with the vapour pressure of the volatile
component in the gaseous phase at an adequate distance from the phase boundary.
In that case it holds that

-D (}aO)
X
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In this equation the proportionality constant IX has the significance of the apparent
rate constant of the process at the phase boundary. The amount of the component
vaporized can then be determined from the equation
m = OLR-;: OL · {[exp (h2Dt) erfc (h VDL t))J - l

+ ;; h VD�}.

(11}

in which 11, = tX/DL, The vaporization takes place when OL R < OL , In the opposite
case the volatile component becomes dissolved in the melt. For very �ong periods
of time, equation (10) can be simplified into the form
m = OLR-OL
h

DL t
+ 2(0LR-OL) V ----,;.

(12)

VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL CONCEPTS

To verify the mathematical relationships derived in the previous paragraphs,
use was made of experimental data obtained with the apparatus whose principle
has already been described earlier [7]. For the sake of simpler interpretation,
data on vaporization from the binary system Na20. 2 Si02 was selected. The
vaporization proceeded isothermally at 1300 °0 under a variable water vapour
pressure (0-69 kPa) in flowing nitrogen atmosphere. The details of the experimen
tal conditions, the procedure and the data obtained are given jn [3, 7]. Fig. 2:
shows the time dependence of the total loss in weight for various partial water
vapour pressures.
In nitrogen atmosphere, and/or at low values of partial water vapour pressures,
the vaporization takes place at a constant rate. At higher water vapour pressures
and after a certain time, the rate of vaporiz�tion starts gradually to decrease
with time. In all instances, there was always a sufficiently long period of time during
which the vaporization rate was constant. This fact allows the vaporization kinetics
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Fig, 2. LoH in weight due to vaporization from NaaO . 2 S10a melt in terms of time at 1 300 °0 under
variable v,ater vapour prusure (0-69 kPJJ) in nitrogen atmo11phere.
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to be interpreted in agreement with the two-film theory. The overall mass transfer
coefficient K can be calculated from equation (6). In view of the conditions of vapo
rization, it holds approximately that Co= 0 and thus CLR /4; CL. The value
-of CL can be determined by means of the density of the Na20. 2 Si02 melt, which
amounts to 2.20 g cm-3 at 1300 °0 [8]. In view of the fact that the values of both A
and Kare likewise constant, equation (6) indicates a linear dependence of the total
amount vaporized in terms of time:
(13)
Equation (13) permits the total mass transfer coefficient to be calculated,
as the remaining parameters are easy to determine. The K values are listed in
Table I.
Table I
The overall mass transfer coefficients for vaporization from Na20. SiOa melt at I 300 °0
a,o (kPa)
(cm s-1)

12

12

69

5.8 X 10-7

7.9 X 10-1

1.9 X l9-G

0
3.2 X 10-7

The model concept based on the two-film theory describes very satisfactorily
the time course of vaporization in an inert dry atmosphere. The presence of water
vapour causes the period of time, during which the rate of vaporization ts constant,
to be shortened. This is probably due to the fact that at a higher rate of vaporiz
ation, the concentration of the volatile component in the surface layer decrease•
so rapidly that the concept of steady-state diffusion in the boundary layer no longer
holds. The volatile component is then transported to the surface by non-equilibria.I
diffusion and the time course of vaporization is better described by the model
based on the penetration theory. The validity of this model for mathematical
description of the time course of vaporization has already been derived earlier [3].
·The kinetic constants, determined bylnoons.of equation (12), were also taken over
from the study quoted and are listed in Table II.
It is obvious that both the value of the diffusion coefficient DL and the apparent
rate constant ex increase with increasing partial pressure of water vapour in the
atmosphere. However, the value of the diffusion coefficient is always substantially
lower, so that non-equilibria! diffusion of the volatile component in the melt
will be the controlling process of vaporization. The process at the phase boundary,
Table 11
Kinetic constants for vaporization from Na20 . Si02 melt, calculated
from equation (12)
PR,o (kPa)

0
0.12
0.31
0.69
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107DL (cm2 s-t)

107 • oc (cm s-1)

0.21
1.5
2.0
3.3

6.7
9.0
1.6.0
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characterized by the apparent rate constant oc, will play a significant role in the.
initial stages of vaporization, where, as follows from equation (12), the amount
of the volatile component transported by non-equilibria! diffusion will be small.
The model concepts of vaporization were further verified on a multicomponent
glass having the composition 59.4 Si02 , 25.3 PbO, 9.6 K2 0, 4.3 Na2 0, 0.6 CaO,
0.6 Al203 (wt.%), The method for, and results of measuring the time course
of vaporization from melt of this composition were given in [7, 9]. For the purpose
of a discussion of the data obtained, Fig. 3 shows the time course of the amount
vaporized at 1200°, 1300° and 1400 ° C. At 1200 cc, the vaporization takes place
at a constant rate. The data obtained at the higher temperatures indicate an un
equalized course of vaporization. Analogously, to the. previous :case, steady-state
diffusion can be assumed at 1200 ° 0 and the vaporization interpreted by means
of the two-film theory. For temperatures of 1300° and 1400 ° C, this kind of inter
pretation is formal and can be employed e. g. for calculating the initial rate of
vaporization. The values of the total mass transfer coefficient listed in Table III
have this kind of significance.
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Fig. 3. Lo611 in weight due lo vaporization from the melt of a multicomponent lead gla,, al 1 200 °0,.
1 300 °0 and 1 400 °0.
Table III

The overall mass transfer coefficient for vaporization from a multi
component lead glass
Temperature (°C)
K (cm

s- 1)

1 200
2.4 X 10-6

1 300
8.9 X 10-6

1 400
1.7 X 10-s

Throughout the entire time range, the two-film theory and thus also the value
of the total mass transfer coefficient can be applied only to the temperature
of 1200 cc. At higher temperatures, the time dependence of the amount vaporized
is parabolic in shape and non-equilibria! diffusion can thus be logically assumed
206
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Table IV
Kinetic constants for vaporization from a lead glass melt, calculated
from equation (12)
Temperature (°C)

i

l 200
l 300
1 400

I

DL (cm2 s-1)
2.7 X IQ-7
1.3 X IQ-6
3.0 X JQ-6

I

cc (cm s-1)
5.4 X 10-6
2.6 X 10-s
3.0 X 10-s

to be the controlling process. Equation (J.2) yields the values of the kinetic cons
tants DL and Gt listed in Table IV.
The value of the diffusion coefficient as well as that of the apparent rate constant
increase with temperature. However, it holds again that the value of DL is substant
ially lower which indicates that the vaporization process is controlled by diffusion
of the volatile component in the melt. At the higher vaporization rates determined
at 1300 cc and 1400 cc, there arises a surface layer depleted of the volatile compo
nent, and non-equilibria! diffusion takes place through this layer.
CONCLUSION

Two mathematical models describing the time dependence of the loss in weight
due to vaporization of volatile components from the Na20, 2 Si02 binary glass,
and from a multicomponent lead glaBB were verified.
Vaporization was found to take place at a constant rate when this rate was low.
The proceBB can be described mathematically by a relationship derived from the
theory of steady-state diffusion through a boundary layer in liquid and gaseous
phase. According to this relationship, the dependence of weight loss due to vapo
rization is directly proportional to time.
At the higher vaporization rates, the time course of vaporization can be described
by an equation based on the aBBumption that the process is controlled by non
equilibrial diffusion of the volatile component in the melt. This equation predicts
direct proportionality between the weight loss due to vaporization and the second
root of time.
Both models allow the time course of vaporization to be described ma.themati
cally on the basis of relatively readily available kinetic constants and concentration
parameters.
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MODELOVE P RE DSTAVY O VYPAROVANf SILIKATOVYCH TAVENIN
Josef Matousek
Katedra technologie auikatu VBOHT Praha
Technioka 5, 166 28 Praha 6
Casovy priibeh vypafovani tekavych slozek silikatovych tavenin lze ma.tematicky popsa.t
pomoci teoretickych pfedsta.v o pfestupu hmoty z proudiciho media.. Tyto pfedsta.vy jsou ovefo
vany pomoci experimentalnich dat o i\a.sove zavislostl ubytkii hmotnosti pfi vypa.fovani v blnarni
soustave Na.20. 2 Si02 a ve viceslozkove tavenine o slozeni 59,4 Si02 ; 25,3 PbO; 9,6 K20;
4,3 Na.20; 0,6 CaO; 0,6 Ah03 (hmot. %),
PH konstantni rychlosti vypafovani lze experimentalni data. popsa.t pomoci vzta.hu (13),
ktery vychazi z pfedstavy o existenci tenkych laminarnich filmii v ka.pa.lne a. v plynne fazl,
v nichz nastava transport teka.ve slozky ustalenou molekularni dlfuzi. V b!narni sousta.ve
Na,O. 2 Si02 lze takto interpretovat casovy priibeh vypa.fovani za teploty 1 300 °0, jestlize
vypafovani probiha v suche inertni a.tmosfefe. U viceslozkove ta.veniny s rela.tivne vysokym
obsahem PbO probiha vypafovani konstantni rychlosti a. tedy ve shode s teorii dvou filmii za.
teploty 1 200 °C.
Jestlize rychlost vypafovani s casem klesa, vystihuje lepe experimentalni data pfedstavs
za.lozena na pfedpokladu neustalene molekularni difuze tekave slozky V kapa.lne fazl. Casovy
prubeh vypafovani vykazuje parabolickou zavislost a fae jej popsat vzta.hem (12). Takto lze
interpretovat vypafovani binarni sousta.vy Na20. 2 Si02 , jestlize probiha v atmosfefe obsahujici
vodni paru. Rovnez casovy priibeh vypafovani viceslozkove tavenlny za vyssich teplot (1 300 °0,
1 400 °C) dobfe vystihuje rovhice (12).
Pro uvedene soustavy byly stanoveny prislusne kineticke paraiuetry (uhrnny koeficient pfe
stupu hmoty, difuzni koeficient tekave slozky v tavenine, zdanliva rychlostni konstanta deje na
fazovem rozhrani). Pouzitim techto parametrii a komblnaci obou modelovych pfedstav v zavis
losti na podminkach vypafovani lze dobfe popsat casovy priibeh vypafovani tekavych slozek
v uvedenych soustavach. Modelove pfedstavy jsou natolik obecne, ze lze pfedpokladat jejich
uspesnou aplikaci pri matematickem popisu vypafovani 1 v' dalsich s!likatovych soustavach.
Obr. 1. Distribuce koncentrace tekave slozky v okoli Jazoveho rozhrani podle teorie dvou fllmu.
Obr. 2. Ubytek hmotnosti pfi vypafovani taveniny Na20. 2 S102 v zavialosti na case za teploty
1 300 °0 pfi promennem parcialnim tlaku vodni pary (0-69 kPa) v atmosjefe dusiku.
()br. 3. Ubytek hmotnosti pfi vypafovani taveniny viceslozkoveho olovnateho akla za teplot 1 200,
1 300 a 1 40() 00.

MO�E� hHOE IlOHMMAHME
MCITAPEHMH CM� MRATHhIX PACil�ABOB
lloaecp MaToyIIIeR
XuMu1.o-mexHo.7,oeu1tec1.uu uHcmumym, 1.a<jieopa mexHo.7,oeuu cu.7,u,;amoe, 166 28 Ilpaea 6

BpeMeHHhlii XO)I uerrapemuI JieTyqux Be�eeTB ellJillRaTHhlX paerrJiaBOB MOlRHO MaTeMaT11qec1m ormeaTb e rroMO�bIO TeopeTuqeeRux rrpe.o;porromenuft o Maceorrepe.o;aqe ua rrpoToqnoii
cpe):lhl. IlpHBO/J.llMhl0 rrpe)l.IIOJIOJR0Hllll rrpoaepHIOTell e lleIIOJib30BaHH0M lJRerrepnMeHTaJibHbIX
.o;aHHhlX OTHOeHTCJibHO BpeMeHHOii 3aBHCHMOeTH y6hlJIH Maeehl rrpH HerrapeHHH B 6nnapno:ii
eHcTeMe Na,O . 2 Si02 H BO MHOI'OROMIIOHCHTHOM pacrrJiaBe eoeTaBOM 59,4 Si02, 25,3 PbO,
9,6 K20, 4,3 Na,O, 0,6 Cao, 0,6 Ab03 (% IIO Becy).
Il pn noeTOlIHHO.ii crwpocTH Herra peHHll MOJRHO :m:cnepHM0HTaJibHhl0 p;aHHhle orrneaTb
C IIOMO�bIO OTHOIDCHHH (13), nexop;H�ero H3 npe)l.CTaBJI8HHH eyru;ecTBOBaHHll TOHRHX JiaMH
HapHhlX IIJI0H0I{ B lRll,!J;KOH H ra3006pa3HO.U cpaaax, B KOTOphlX rrpoXO/J.HT rrepeMeru;enne
JieTyqero ROMilOHCHTa ycTofrqnBo:li: MOJICRYJIHpHoii AH<p<pyaneii. B 6unapnoii CHeTeMe
Na20. 2 Si02 MOlRHO TaRHM o6_pa30M o6'bJieHHTb BpeMeHHblll XO)]. HerrapeHHll rrpH TeMrrepa
Type 1 300 °CB TOM erryqae, Kor.o;a ncrrapenne rrpoTeRaeT B eyxoii HHepTHOR cpe):le. B eJiyqae
MHOI'OROMIIOH0HTHOI'0 paenJiaBa e OTHOiiHTCJibHO BblCORHM co.o;epmaHHCM PbO Herra penne
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rrpOXOAHT ITOCTO/IHHOH .CROpOCThIO, a CJI0A0BaT0JlbH0 B corJiaCHH C Teopnen /IBYX rrJieHOK
n:pn TeMrrepaType 1 200 °C.
EcJIH CROpOCTb ncrrapeHH/I B 3aBHCU:MOCTU: OT BpeMeHH IlOHU:JKaeTcH, TO :mcrrepnM0HTam,
Hhl0 p;aHHJ,le 6orr1,me OTBeqaroT rrpeACTaBJI0HHIO, OCHOBbIBarorn;eMycH Ha rrpep;rrOJIOJKeHHU:
IlOCTO/IHHO:ii: MOJI0RYJIHpHo:ii: ,n;mp<J>y3u:u: JieTyqero ROMITOH0HTa B JKH)];ROH <J>a3e. BpeMeHHhlll
xop; ncrrapeHHH xapaRTepu:3yeT rrapa6orrnqecRall 31lBHCHMOCTh u: MOJKHO ero om1caTh OT
uomeuneM (12). TaRHM o6pa30M MOJKHO o6'bHCHHTh ncrrapeune 6nHapHOH CU:CT0MhI
Na,O. 2 Si02 TOrAa; ROrp;a oHo rrpoxop;nT B cpep;e, COAepmarn;eii BOAHHOii rrap. TaRme
Bp0M0HHOMY xop;y ncrrapeHH/I MHO I'OKOMIIOHeHTHOro pacrrJiaBa rrpn 6orree BbICORHX T0M I I0pa
Typax (1 300 °C, 1 400 °C) xopomo C00TB0TCTBY0T ypaBHeHu:e (12).
,[(JI/I rrpu:BO)];HMI,lX CHCTeM ycTaHaBJIHBaIOTC/I COOTB0TCTBYIOrn;He RHHeTnqecRu:e rrapaMeTphl
(o6rn;nii Roa<J>cpmi;u:eHT MaccorrepeAaqn, 1wa<J>ipu:1-1neHT p;u:ip<J>y3u:u: JieTyqero ROMnOHeHTa B pac
r
nr aue, KaIByrn;aHC/I ROHCTaHTll CROpOCTH rrpo1-1ecca Ha pa3AeJie qia3). HcrrOJib3YII /J;aHHI,10
rrapaMeTphl H KOM6HHHPYH o6a M0)];0JibHI,lX rrpep;cTaBJI0HH/I B 3aBU:CHMOCTH OT ycJIOBU:ll
ncnapeHu:H, MOJKBO xopomo O IIHCaTb BpeMeHHhlll XO)]; HcnapeHH/I JieTyqu:x R0MIT0H0HT0B
B rrpu:BO)IHMI,IX CHCT0Max. Mo;i;eJibHhle rrpeACTaBJieBH/I OK83I,JBaIOTCll HaCTOJlbRO o6rn;HMH,
qTo MOJKHO rrpeAIIOJiaraTh nx ycrremuoe rrpnMeHeHne rrpn MaTeMaT:irqecKOM orru:camrn :ircrra
peHHH p;ame B )IaJibHeiimnx CHJIHRaTHbIX CHCTeMaX.
Puc. 1. Pacnpeoe.ae1-1,ue ,;01-1,lfeHmpalfUU .n,emyt1,eao 1w.Mno1-1,e1-1,ma e6J1,uau paaoeAa <fiaa coa.n,ac1-1,o
meopuu oeyx nJ1,e1-1,o,;.
Puc. 2. J16biAb ,1wccb1 npu ucnape1-1uu pacnJ1,aea Na20. 2 Si02 e aaeucUMocmu om epe.Me1-1u
npu me.Mnepamype 1 300 °C npu nepeMeHHOM nap!fuaObHOM oae.ae1-1,uu eo81J1-1,oao
napa (0-69 1,Ila) e cpeoe aaoma.
Puc. 3. Y6MJ1,b .Maccb1 npu ucnape1-1uu pacnJ1,aea .M1-1oao1,o.Mno1-1,e1-1,m1-1,oao CBUHlfoeoao cme1,J1,a
npu me.Mnepamypax 1 200, 1 300 u 1 400 °C.
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